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1.

Introduction

The ordinal rule1 has been extensively studied in social choice, strategic voting and
mechanism design theory. The rule is a voting mechanism that depends only on ordinal
information2; i.e. disregarding the intensities of the agents' preferences. In the literature,
the problem of aggregation of preferences in a group decision has been studied within
the class of ordinal rules. The objective of this paper is to apply a Bayesian mechanism
design approach to explore the relationship between the classic notion of (weak)3 Pareto
eciency and incentive compatibility of ordinal rules. Furthermore, this paper allows
non-ordinal rules, which we call cardinal rules, and shows that there exists an incentive
compatible cardinal rule which outperforms any ordinal rule.
We consider a Bayesian environment, where the preference over at least three possible
alternatives is private information for an agent. In order to capture the intensities of the
agents' preferences, values of agents are cardinal random variables which, we assume,
are independent across agents and neutral between alternatives 4; that is, no alternative
is special in ex-ante perspective. To explain the main results of this paper, we need to be
explicit regarding two notions: One, that a Social Choice Function (SCF) f is a mapping
from value proles to lotteries5 over the set of alternatives; and two, the social welfare
is measured in terms of ex-ante cardinal expected utilities driven by a SCF and is also
used for the measure of the performance of the SCF.
First, we consider Pareto eciency in the class of ordinal SCFs. A SCF f is Ordinally Pareto Ecient (OPE) if f is ordinal and there is no ordinal SCF that strictly
increases the utilities of all agents from f . This paper shows that an OPE f is Incentive Compatible (IC) (Proposition 1); i.e., the usual conict between Pareto eciency
and incentive compatibility does not exist in the class of ordinal rules. Note, this result
obviously implies that there is no conict between strong Pareto eciency and incentive
compatibility as well.
Even in the class of ordinal rules, the incentive compatibility problem has been wellknown in the literature. In other words, an agent has an incentive to announce her
1Following the literature, we frequently use the term rule which refers to Social Choice Function (SCF)
in this paper.

2This notion is the same as Apesteguia et al. (2011)
3In the literature, there are two notions of Pareto eciency (weak Pareto eciency and strong Pareto
eciency). Since we mainly consider the weak concept, we skip the term, weak from now.

4Specically, values are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) between alternatives

5That

is another reason why we consider cardinal values.
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false preference if the false announcement can decrease the possibility that her leastliked alternative is chosen. However, Proposition 1 guarantees that there is no incentive
compatibility problem in our environment if the rule satises the basic and appealing
criteria, Pareto eciency.
In the Bayesian mechanism design approach, both the design of an OPE f and the
decision of agents depend on the distribution of agents' values. The form of the rule
is similar to scoring rule where scores depend on the distribution. In addition, the assumption of neutral values between alternatives forces an OPE f to treat all alternatives
symmetrically.6 Given this form and property of the rule, an agent believes that the probabilities of each alternative being chosen under the rule before her announcement are the
same and that her true announcement can increase her expected utility. Consequently,
the agent reports her true preference.
Furthermore, beyond the class of ordinal rules, it might be more interesting to see the
possibility of designing rules better than ordinal rules. Specically, this paper shows that
one can design an IC cardinal rule which strictly Pareto dominates any ordinal rule when
the distribution of every agent's values is uniform7 (Theorem 1). If we consider cardinal
rules, Proposition 1 does not hold, which means that there exists tread-o relationship
between Pareto eciency and incentive compatibility. It becomes much more dicult
to design a rule which both increases eciency and satises the incentive constraint.
However, Theorem 1 says that it is possible to design an IC cardinal rule superior to any
ordinal rule in certain conditions.
In order to prove this main result, consider rst a rule with a ner partition of agents'
values than an ordinal partition which contains only ordinal information. This ner
partition can allow the rule to use the information about the intensities of the agents'
preference. Obviously, this added information helps to design a cardinal rule which
generates higher utilities of agents than ordinal rules. Second, we can nd a specic
partition which balances the incentives of agents to be truthful or not.
In particular with 3 alternatives, we also show the connection between this new rule
and well-known rules: plurality, negative, Borda and approval voting rules (Proposition
3). As in Myerson (2002), the general form of those voting rules is (A, B)-scoring rules,
where each voter must choose a score that is a permutation of either (1, A, 0) or (1, B, 0),
6It is called neutrality of rule in the literature.
7We focus on symmetric agents in the sense that

the value distribution is identical across agents. One

advantage from this assumption is that the social welfare can be normalized to the utility of one agent
- no interpersonal utility comparisons are needed to compare rules.
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(0 ≤ A ≤ B ≤ 1). Proposition 3 shows that the new rule is closely related to specic
(A, B)-scoring rules under the same assumptions in Theorem 1.

In addition, the method of using the ner partition and nding a condition for incentive
compatibility in the proof of Theorem 1 is novel and worthy of attention. This method
can be applicable to a more general distribution of agents' values to design a rule superior
to any ordinal rule because the assumption of a uniform distribution of agents' values is
a sucient condition for the result.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews related literature. In
Section 3, we introduce the environment. Section 4 discusses the notions of Pareto
eciency of ordinal rules and incentive compatibility in a Bayesian environment. In
Section 5, we show the existence of an IC cardinal rule superior to any ordinal rule.
Section 6 discusses the connection to (A, B)-scoring rules, generalization to more than 3
alternatives and possible extension of Theorem 1.
2.

Related literature

There is an extensive literature examining voting rules for the problem of aggregation of
preferences and incentive compatibility. The celebrated Gibbard-Sattherthwaite theorem
gave us a negative result with the strong incentive compatibility concept of strategy
proofness. Under mild assumptions, only dictatorial SCFs are strategy proof. After that,
much literature has conrmed the robustness of the theorem or tried to nd a positive
result with dierent perspectives such as changing of preference domain or weakening
the concept of incentive compatibility.
Recently, there is a growing literature about a similar topic using a Bayesian mechanism design approach (e.g., Majumdar and Sen (2004), Schmitz and Tröger (2011), Jackson and Sonnenschein (2007)). A key insight in a Bayesian mechanism design approach is
that the information of agents' value distribution is available. Jackson and Sonnenschein
(2007) showed that incentive constraints can be overcome by linking decision problems
using the insight. Moreover, if the information of cardinal value distribution is added
(e.g., Apesteguia et al. (2011), Azrieli and Kim (2011), Barberà and Jackson (2006)),
interesting results can be derived.
Apesteguia et al. (2011), which inspired the current paper, derived the form of utilitarian, maximin and maximax ordinal rules.8 They used a Bayesian approach with
information about almost the same cardinal value distribution as in this paper, which
8We

introduce these rules in Section 3.
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enabled them to derive the exact form of optimal ordinal rules. After the optimal ordinal rules are derived, the next question could be the incentive compatibility of the rules.
Their focus was not on incentive compatibility. However, Proposition 1 in this paper can
cover the issues of incentive compatibility of a wider class of rules including all of their
rules. On the other hand, they focused on ordinal rules, which is a traditional approach.
However, in Section 5, this paper naturally extends the class of SCFs from ordinal to cardinal rules and shows the possibility of designing an IC cardinal rule improving ordinal
rules.
Majumdar and Sen (2004) analyzed the implications of weakening the incentive compatibility concept from strategy proofness to Ordinal Bayesian Incentive Compatibility
(OBIC)9. They showed that a wide class of SCFs in uniform priors satises OBIC (Theorem 3.1 in their paper). It is close to Proposition 1 in this paper. However, their focus
was not on the relationship between Pareto eciency or social welfare and incentive compatibility of SCFs. Furthermore, while they used only ordinal information, we add the
information about cardinal value distribution. Hence we can derive the form of ordinally
Pareto ecient rules and prove that this class of rules is IC.
There are several papers that deal with voting rules with two alternatives. Lemma 1
in Azrieli and Kim (2011) implies that there is no incentive compatible rule which outperforms optimal ordinal rules. However, Azrieli and Kim (2011) shows that considering
at least three alternatives leads to the possibility of improvement over optimal ordinal
rules, which also motivates Theorem 1 in this paper. Schmitz and Tröger (2011) showed
that the optimal rule among all anonymous and neutral rules in symmetric and neutral
environments is the majority rule, which is indeed an ordinal rule.
Lastly, many papers on voting rules did not allow monetary transfers even though they
apply the mechanism design approach (Börgers and Postl (2009), Miralles (2011)). The
main reason is that we often see monetary transfers which are infeasible or excluded for
ethical reasons, such as child placement in public schools, transplant organs to patients,
collusion in markets, task allocation in organizations, etc. The current paper follows
these previous studies in the sense that monetary transfers are not allowed.

9In

fact, if we consider only ordinal rules, OBIC is almost the same as the incentive compatibility in our

setting.
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3.

Environment

Consider a standard Bayesian environment with private values. The set of agents is
N = {1, 2, ..., n}, and the set of alternatives10 is L = {a, b, c}. Agents' valuations of the
alternatives are real-valued random variables. We assume that values are independent
across agents and i.i.d. between alternatives (neutral alternatives). For each i ∈ N and
l ∈ L, v̂il denotes a continuous random variable representing the value of the alternative
l for agent i. Let Vil ⊆ R be a support of the alternative l for agent i, and µi on
Vil be the distribution of v̂il . Let v̂i = (v̂ia , v̂ib , v̂ic ) be a random vector representing the
value for all alternatives of agent i, and vi = (via , vib , vic ) be a realized value of v̂i . Let

Vi = Via , Vib , Vic ⊆ R3 be a support of v̂i , and V = V1 × V2 × .. × Vn be a set of value
proles.
A Social Choice Function (SCF) is a measurable mapping11 f : V → 4(L). For
example, f (v) = ( 21 , 21 , 0) means that at value prole v, a or b are chosen with probability
1
. Let F be the set of all SCFs. For every agent i and SCF f , Ui (f ) = E (v̂i · f (v̂))
2
denotes the (ex-ante) expected utility of agent i under f .12 Finally, the following is
standard in the mechanism design literature:

Denition 1. A SCF f is Incentive Compatible (IC) if truth-telling is a Bayesian equi-

librium of the direct revelation mechanism associated with f . In our environment, this
means that
for all i ∈ N and all vi , vi0 ∈ Vi ,
vi · (E (f (vi , v̂−i )) − E (f (vi0 , v̂−i ))) ≥ 0

4.

Ordinal Pareto Efficiency and Incentive compatibility

In this section, we restrict our attention to ordinal SCFs, which is traditional in the
literature. The only information used for determining the value of an ordinal SCF is
ordinal information; i.e. disregarding the intensities of the agents' preferences.
The primary objective of this section is to show non-existence of the usual conict
between Pareto eciency and incentive compatibility within our environment. For this
objective, we need more denitions.
10We

focus on 3 alternatives for simplicity. The discussion of generalization to more than 3 alternatives

is in Section 6.

11For every nite set X , 4(X) denotes the set of probability
12x · y denotes the inner product of the vector x and y.

measure on

X.
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Let PiORD be the ordinal partition of Vi into six sets.
Viabc = {vi ∈ Vi | via ≥ vib ≥ vic }, Viacb = {vi ∈ Vi | via > vic ≥ vib }
Vibca = {vi ∈ Vi | vib ≥ vic > via }, Vibac = {vi ∈ Vi | vib > via ≥ vic }
Vicab = {vi ∈ Vi | vic ≥ via > vib }, Vicba = {vi ∈ Vi | vic > vib ≥ via }

Thus, PiORD reects the ordinal types13 of agent i over alternatives. Let P ORD = P1ORD ×
.. × PnORD be the corresponding product partition of V .

Denition 2. A SCF f is ordinal if it is P ORD -measurable.
The set of all ordinal SCFs is denoted by F ORD .
We consider (ex-ante)14 Pareto eciency in the class of ordinal SCFs.

Denition 3. A SCF f ∈ F ORD is Ordinally Pareto Ecient (OPE) if there is no
g ∈ F ORD such that Ui (g) > Ui (f ) for every agent i ∈ N .

The following proposition is the main result of this section.

Proposition 1. If a SCF f is OPE, then it is IC.
Proof. Assume f is OPE. We claim that there are numbers {λi }i∈N , λi ≥ 0 such that
P
f maximizes the social welfare i∈N λi Ui (g) among all functions g ∈ F ORD . The utility

possibility set of F ORD , i.e., (U1 , ..., Un ) ∈ Rn : Ui ≤ Ui (f ) f or i = 1, ..., n, f ∈ F ORD
is convex. For convex utility possibility sets, it is well known that Pareto eciency
can equivalently be represented by maximization of linear combinations of utilities with
{λi }i∈N , λi ≥ 0 and λ = (λ1 , ..., λn ) 6= 0 [Mas-colell et al. (1995), page 560, Holmström
P
and Myerson (1983) , page 1805]. Fix {λi }i∈N , it follows that f = arg max
i∈N λi Ui (g).
ORD
g∈F

Then, consider the utilitarian social welfare, Wλ (f ) = i∈N λi Ui (f ), i.e., the weighted
sum of expected utilities of all the agents. The next two lemmas are useful for the proof.
P

Lemma 1. Given λ, if a SCF f ∈ F ORD is a maximizer of Wλ (g) in F ORD if and only
if it satises
Supp (f (v)) ⊆ argmax
l∈L

13Since

X

wil (vi ) f or µ − almost every v

i∈N

the ties have zero probability and do not aect the result of this paper, we can put ties into the

sets. Thus, the usual assumption of strict preference is not necessary.

14From

now, we skip the term ex-ante since we deal only with ex-ante eciency.
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where

wil (vi ) = λi E v̂il | P ORD ∈ R, l ∈ L.

Proof of Lemma 1) 15 Given λ and P ORD and for every g ∈ F ORD we have
!
X

Wλ (g) = E

λi v̂i · g (v̂)

!#

"
X

=E E

i∈N

λi v̂i · g (v̂) P ORD

i∈N

!#

"
= E g (v̂) · λi E

X

v̂i P ORD

i∈N

Thus, a SCF g is a maximizer of Wλ in F ORD if and only if it satises
!
Supp (g(v)) ⊆ argmax λi E
l∈L

X

v̂il

P

ORD

f or µ − almost every v

i∈N

The above is precisely the same condition of Lemma 1.
Note that the optimal weight wil (vi ) depends on the welfare weight λi , the agent's
announcement and the value distribution conditional on the ordinal partition. It is

convenient to consider the optimal weight vector wi (vi ) = λi E v̂ i | P ORD ∈ R3 . The
OPE f chooses the alternative with the maximum total weight based on the sum of
optimal weight vectors of all agents. The following example of f is helpful to understand
the rule.

Example. Consider v̂1l is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and v̂2l is uniformly distributed

on [0, 2] for l = {a, b, c}. Given λ1 = λ2 = 1, f is a maximizer of Wλ in F ORD . If agent


1 and 2 announce v1 ∈ V1abc , v2 ∈ V2bca , then w1 (v1 ) = 43 , 42 , 41 , w2 (v2 ) = 12 , 32 , 1 and
f = (0, 1, 0) because w1 + w2 = ( 54 , 84 , 45 ).
Let σ : L → L be a permutation of L and x = xa , xb , xc ∈ R3 . We denote by xσ the

vector xσ(a) , xσ(b) , xσ(c) .


Lemma 2. If x = (xa , xb , xc ), y = (ya , yb , yc ) ∈ R3 are such that xa ≥ xb ≥ xc and
y a ≥ y b ≥ y c , then x · y ≥ x · y σ for any permutation σ .

The proof of Lemma 2 is trivial and is therefore omitted.
15The

proof is a generalization of the rst part in the proof of Proposition 1 in Azrieli and Kim (2011).
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With these lemmas, we can check the incentive compatibility of f . It is sucient
to consider only vi ∈ Viabc instead of all ordinal types because of neutrality of the
rule from i.i.d. assumption. Pick vi ∈ Viabc , vi0 ∈ Vi . Note that wi (vi0 ) = wi (vi )σ
for some σ . Specically, the i.i.d. assumption generates the same coordinates in the
optimal weight vector, but dierent order of the coordinates according to the order
of agent's value announcement. Because of this property and the way of determining alternatives of f explained above in Lemma 1, we can observe16 E (f (vi0 , v̂−i )) =
E (f (vi , v̂−i ))σ and E (f (vi , v̂−i ))a ≥ E (f (vi , v̂−i ))b ≥ E (f (vi , v̂−i ))c . Then, by Lemma 2,
vi · (E (f (vi , v̂−i )) − E (f (vi0 , v̂−i ))) ≥ 0. It means that f is IC.
The optimal rules based on dierent welfare functions are of some interest. Apesteguia
et al. (2011) described the optimal ordinal rules based on (purely)17 utilitarian, maximax
and maximin welfare functions under similar but stronger assumptions18 than in this
paper. The maximin welfare function evaluates an alternative in terms of the expected
utility of the worst-o agent, disregarding any other expected utility, i.e., WM N (f ) =
mini∈N Ui (f ). In contrast to the maximin, the maximax concentrates on the best-o
agent, i.e., WM M (f ) = maxi∈N Ui (f ). Obviously, all of their rules are ordinally Pareto
ecient. Their focus was not on incentive compatibility, but Proposition 1 shows that
the incentive constraints for all of their rules are satised anyway.
Note, as a result of Lemma1, we can nd an important feature of the set of OPE
rules. The set of OPE rules is in the class of asymmetric scoring rules where it allows
asymmetric scores (even some zero scores) across agents. Regarding the class of rules,
Apesteguia et al. (2011) showed that the optimal rule based on maximax or maximin
welfare function under their environment may not be a standard scoring rule which allows
only the same score across agents but the approximation of the rule is a standard scoring
rule. The nding from Lemma 1 complements their analysis.
5.

A superior incentive compatible cardinal rule

Can we design an IC rule which strictly Pareto dominates any ordinal rule? The
main result of this section is to answer this question in the armative, at least in some
16In

5
4
3
0
12 , 12 , 12 . If agent 1 announces v1 ∈
3
5
4
12 , 12 , 12 . Note the value and order of coordinates in E (f (v1 , v̂2 )) and

the above example, we can calculate that

V1bca , then E (f (v10 , v̂2 )) =
E (f (v10 , v̂2 )).
17The welfare weights λ = 1
i

E (f (v1 , v̂2 )) =





for every

i ∈ N.

18Specically, Apesteguia ea al. (2011) considered only the case of identical value distribution across
agents.
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environments. The key is to direct our attention to cardinal rules. Consider any nite
measurable partition Pi that divides Vi . Let P = (P1 × ... × Pn ) be the corresponding
partition product of V . Let F P denote the set of P -measurable SCFs. Given a partition
P , we say that a SCF f ∈ F P is P -Utilitarian Rule if f ∈ argmax W (g) where W (g) =
P
g∈F

Wλ (g) with λi = 1 for every i ∈ N . The following proposition generalizes Lemma 1 of

the previous section in more general partitions, but with the restriction of λ.19

Proposition 2. A SCF f is a P -Utilitarian Rule if and only if it satises
Supp (f (v)) ⊆ argmax
l∈L

X

wil (vi ) f or µ − almost every v

i∈N

where

wil (vi ) = E v̂il | P ∈ R, l ∈ L

The proof of this proposition is omitted because it is the same as the proof of Lemma
1 except the change of partition and λ. Proposition 2 is used in the proof of the next
theorem which is the main result of this section.

Theorem 1. Let θ < θ be two numbers. Assume that for each i ∈ N and l ∈ L, v̂il has a
uniform distribution on θ, θ . Then, there exists an IC cardinal rule that strictly Pareto
dominates any ordinal rule.




Proof. We concentrate on a uniform distribution on [0, 1] because the the extended uni 
form distribution on θ, θ does not aect the result.20 The proof consists of 4 steps.

Step 1 introduces a special family of partitions P β β∈(0,1) and a P β -Utilitarian Rule
when v̂il has a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. In Step 2, we nd a condition on β for
incentive compatibility of the rule. Step 3 shows that there exists a rule which satises
the condition on β . In Step 4, we prove that the new rule strictly Pareto dominates any
ordinal rule.

Step 1) Let Piβ be a partition of each subset in PiORD into two sets. For example, the
H
L
set Viabc is partitioned into the two sets Viabc (β) and Viabc (β) according to the partition
coecient β ∈ (0, 1).
H

Viabc (β) = {vi ∈ Viabc | vib ≥ βvia + (1 − β) vic }
19We

can generalize Lemma 1 without the restriction of

λ.

But, the restriction is simply useful for the

next theorem which focuses on the comparison of rules.

20The

extended distribution results in only the linear transform of the weight vector. See footnote 21.
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Viabc (β) = {vi ∈ Viabc | vib < βvia + (1 − β) vic }

Similarly, Viacb , Viacb , ..., Vicab , Vicab are dened.
L

H

L

H

Let fβ be a P β -Utilitarian Rule where ties are broken by uniform distribution over the
set of maximizers. For simplicity, we use type-based notations. Consider the type set

which has 12 types, Ti = abcH , abcL , acbH , acbL , bacH , ..., cabL . Also, consider a type
function tβi (vi ) which maps a value of each agent to the corresponding
For
n type ti ∈ Ti . o
H
β
β
β
example, ti (vi ) = abcH if vi ∈ Viabc (β). Given β , let νi (ti ) = µi vi : ti (vi ) = ti .

β
Then, we can identify
each
SCF
f
with
a
g
:
T
→
4(L)
by
g
(t)
=
f
t
(v)
.
β
β
β
β




Let wH (β) = E v̂i | tβi (vi ) = abcH , wL (β) = E v̂i | tβi (vi ) = abcL ,
n
o
n
o
β
β
H
L
L
P (β) = µi vi : ti (vi ) = abc
and P (β) = µi vi : ti (vi ) = abc
H

When v̂il has a uniform distribution on [0, 1], by simple calculation,
wH (β) =

3 2+β 1
, 4 ,4
4



, wL (β) =

3 1+β 1
, 4 ,4
4



, P H (β) =

1−β
6

and P L (β) = β6 .21

Step 2) Because of the denition of P -Utilitarian Rule and i.i.d. assumption between
alternatives, gβ is neutral. Hence, it is sucient to consider only the case, tβi (vi ) = abcH
and tβi (vi )0 = abcL to examine incentive compatibility.
Let (A(β), B(β), C(β)) = E gβ ti , t̂−i f or ti = abcH ,

and (A0 (β), B 0 (β), C 0 (β)) = E gβ t0i , t̂−i f or t0i = abcL .


Denote by h(β) = (A(β) − A0 (β)) + β (B(β) − B 0 (β)) the balance function of gβ .
Claim. If h(β) = 0, then gβ is IC.
H
L
Proof of claim ) Assume h (β) = 0, for vi ∈ Viabc (β) and vi0 ∈ Viabc (β), then ti = abcH
and t0i = abcL ,
vi · E gβ ti , t̂−i



− E gβ t0i , t̂−i



= (via − vic ) (A(β) − A0 (β)) + (vib − vic ) (B(β) − B 0 (β))
≥22(via − vic ) [(A(β) − A0 (β)) + β (B(β) − B 0 (β))]
= (via − vic )h(β) = 0.

Similarly,
vi0 · E gβ t0i , t̂−i
21In

θ)



a



− E fβ ti , t̂−i

uniform distribution on

3 1+β 1
4, 4 , 4







 
1
θ, θ , wH (β) = (θ − θ) 43 , 2+β
+ θ(1, 1, 1), wL (β) = (θ −
4 , 4

+ θ(1, 1, 1).

22Considering w H (β)

and

wL (β),

obviously,

B(β) ≥ B 0 (β)

and

A(β) ≤ A0 (β)

for any

β ∈ (0, 1).

12

≥ (via − vic ) (−h(β ∗ )) = 0.
0

0

Consider remaining incentive constraints regarding other ordinal type announcements.
L
For t00i = OH , t000
i = O where O ∈ {acb, bac, bca, cab, cba},
E gβ t00i , t̂−i
E gβ



t000
i , t̂−i

= E gβ ti , t̂−i



= E gβ

σ

t0i , t̂−i

σ

for some σ . similarly,
for some σ .

Note, still, A(β) ≥ B(β) ≥ C(β) and A0 (β) ≥ B 0 (β) ≥ C 0 (β).
By Lemma 2 of the previous section and the above argument,

≥ vi · E gβ t00i , t̂−i ,



ti , t̂−i ≥ vi · E gβ t0i , t̂−i ≥ vi · E gβ t000
, and
i , t̂−i


0
0
000
ti , t̂−i ≥ vi · E gβ ti , t̂−i ,



t0i , t̂−i ≥ vi0 · E gβ ti , t̂−i ≥ vi0 · E gβ t00i , t̂−i .

vi · E gβ ti , t̂−i
vi · E gβ
vi0 · E gβ
vi0 · E gβ



Step 3) We proceed with a series of claims about h(β) to show the existence
of an IC


β
cardinal rule. For ease of notation, we use a weight vector, wi (β, ti ) = E v̂i | ti (vi ) = ti .
Claim 1. limβ→0 h(β) < 0 and limβ→1 h(β) > 0.
Proof of claim 1) First, we observe that A(β) − A0 (β) ≤ 0 and B(β) − B 0 (β) ≥ 0 for

any β ∈ (0, 1) because wi (β, ti ) − wi (β, t0i ) = 0, 14 , 0 . In other words, the change of
one's weights from H type to L type at xed others' type prole weakly increases the
probability that a or c is chosen and decreases the probability that b is chosen.
For limβ→0 h(β) = limβ→0 A(β)−A0 (β) < 0, we can always nd the case that gβ (ti , t−i ) =
( 12 , 21 , 0) or ( 13 , 13 , 13 ) when every one's type is H type.23 If only the type of agent i is

changed to L type, then gβ (t0i , t−i ) = (1, 0, 0) or 21 , 0, 21 . Since every other types are H
types (limβ→0 P H (β) = 16 ), limβ→0 A(β) − A0 (β) < 0
For limβ→1 h(β) = limβ→1 C 0 (β) − C(β) > 0,24 Similarly, we can always nd the case
that gβ (t0i , t−i ) = (0, 12 , 12 ) or ( 13 , 13 , 13 ) when every one's type is L type. If only the type
of agent i is changed to H type, then gβ (ti , t−i ) = (0, 1, 0). Since every other types are
L types (limβ→1 P L (β) = 61 ), limβ→1 C 0 (β) − C(β) > 0.
With Claim 1, if h(β) is continuous on (0, 1), we can easily nd a β ∗ such that h (β ∗ ) =

∗
0 by the intermediate value theorem. Then, gβ ∗ is an IC cardinal rule, f ∗ tβ (v) =
gβ ∗ (t).
23For

n = 2, t1 = abcH and t2 = bacH . For n = 3, t1 = abcH , t2 = bcaH and t3 = cabH .
Generally, for any n, we can combine above two proles to nd the case.
24h(β) = (A(β) − A0 (β)) + β (B(β) − B 0 (β))= (1 − β) (A(β) − A0 (β)) + β (C 0 (β) − C(β))
example, for
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However, there may not exist a β ∗ such that h (β ∗ ) = 0 because of the possible
discontinuity of h(β). Given ti = abcH , a decision
of gβ (ti, t−i ) at each t−i depends

 P
H
H
on sum of weight vectors. Let W (β, t−i ) = w (β) + j6=i wj (β, tj ) be the sum
of weight vectors. We can express A(β) with this function.
n
t−i :
1 β n
ν
t−i
2 −i
1 β n
ν
t−i
2 −i
1 β n
t−i
ν
3 −i

β
A(β) = ν−i

o
W H (β, t−i )a > W H (β, t−i )b and W H (β, t−i )c
+
o
: W H (β, t−i )a = W H (β, t−i )b > W H (β, t−i )c
+
o
: W H (β, t−i )a = W H (β, t−i )c > W H (β, t−i )b
+
o
: W H (β, t−i )a = W H (β, t−i )b = W H (β, t−i )c

B(β) and C(β) can be similarly expressed. Also, A(β)0 , B(β)0 and C(β)0 can be ex-

pressed with W L (β, t−i ) and wL (β).
Note that the decision of the rule gβ is determined by the value order of W H (β, t−i )a ,
W H (β, t−i )b and W H (β, t−i )c at each t−i . If there is no change of decision of the rule
on any t−i as β is changed, then A(β), B(β) and C(β) are continuous in β because
P H (β), P L (β) and wi (β, ti ) are continuous in β . However, as β is changed, the value
order of coordinates of W H (β, t−i ) can be changed as well. We can observe in the above
expression of A (β) that this feature can cause a jump of A (β) at some βs, which means
the possible discontinuity of A(β). Eventually, it could generate discontinuity of h(β).
Even in this case, however, we can construct a slightly dierent rule which becomes
an IC cardinal rule. Dene the set D = {β ∈ (0, 1) : h (β) is discontinuous at β}.
Claim 2. The set D is nite.
Proof of Claim 2) By the above argument, the only candidates of elements in D
are some βs that change value order of coordinates of W H (β, t−i ) or W L (β, t−i ). The
sum of weight function W H (β, t−i )l is increasing linear function in β for l ∈ {a, b, c}.
Hence, xed t−i , some of the three functions are identical or meet at most three times in
β ∈ (0, 1) . The similar argument applies to W L (β, t−i ) and for every nite t−i . Hence,
D is nite.
Claim 3. If there does not exist a β such that h(β) = 0, then there is a β̂ ∈ D such
h(β)
h(β)
that β→
·
≤ 0.
β̂− β→β̂+

14
h(β)
h(β)
Proof of Claim 3) Suppose not (for all β̂ ∈ D, β→
·
> 0), we have two cases.
β̂− β→β̂+
h(β)
h(β)
The rst case is that there exists β̂1 , β̂2 ∈ D such that β̂1 < βˆ2 and β→
·
< 0. By
β̂1 + β→βˆ2 −
Claim 2 and the intermediate value theorem, there is a β ∈ (β̂1 , β̂2 ) such that h(β) = 0,
which contradicts the assumption of non-existence of such β . The second caseis that
 for
h(β)
h(β)
any β̂1 , β̂2 , β→β̂1 + · β→βˆ2 − > 0. By Claim 1 and 2, h(β) is continuous on some 0, β̂1 for
h(β)
β→βˆ1 −



> 0 or on some β̂2 , 1 for

h(β)
β→βˆ2 +

< 0. By Claim 1 and the intermediate value

theorem, there is a β ∈ (0, 1) such that h(β) = 0.
Claim 3 provides a way to design an IC cardinal rule with β̂ by the appropriate convex
h(β)
combination of two rules; the balance function at β̂ of one rule is β→
and the other
β̂+
h(β)
+
is β→β̂− . By Claim 3, xβ̂, we can design a rule, g (t) based on xed P β̂ but with a




dierent weight vector, wi β̂ + , ti . With suciently small  > 0 such that β̂ +  ∈/ D,
the decisions of g + (t) are dierent from those of gβ̂ (t) only in some of tie cases of gβ̂ (t).


That is because any β̂ ∈ D involves tie cases where W H β̂, t−i

l

l 0

or
= W H β̂, t−i


l 0

l
f or l 6= l0 ∈ K . Also, with the same P β̂ , we can obtain
W L β̂, t−i = W L β̂, t−i
 
h(β)
. Because of the same partition P β̂ and
the balance function of g + (t) , h+ β̂ = β→
β̂+

the dierent decisions only in tie cases of gβ̂ (t), g + (t) is still a maximizer of W
in F P .
λ
Similar but oppositely, we can design a rule, g − (t) based on P β̂ but with a wi β̂ − , ti
β̂

 

and h− β̂ =

h(β)
β→β̂−

.

Finally, consider a rule g̃α = αg + + (1 − α)g − , where25 α =

−h− (β̂ )

∈ [0, 1] such
h+ (β̂ )−h− (β̂ )
 
that the balance function of g̃α , h̃α β̂ = 0. Then, g̃α is an IC cardinal rule. In order


∗
β̂
to compare with ordinal rules, we will use the identical function, f t (v) = g̃α (t) in

the next step.
Step 4) Let fOU R ∈ F ORD be a P ORD -Utilitarian Rule. We prove the strict Pareto
dominance of f ∗ over fOU R by showing that f ∗ has a higher social welfare than fOU R
because the identical value distribution across agents makes W (f ) = N Ui (f ). From
the way of construction of f ∗ (ner partition than fOU R ), W (f ∗ ) ≥ W (fOU R ) (equality
holds when f ∗ (v) = fOU R (v) for µ-almost every v ∈ V ). However, we can simply nd a
set of v (non-zero measure) such that f ∗ (v) 6= fOU R (v) if we see the cases in the proof of
Claim 1. In those cases where only the type of agent i is H type or L type, each f ∗ (v) is
25Recall h+ β̂

 

 
· h− β̂ ≤ 0

from Claim 3
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dierent at v and v 0 while fOU R (v) is the same because v and v 0 are in the same ordinal
type set in P ORD . These cases guarantee the dierence of social welfare between f ∗ and
fOU R , it follows that W (f ∗ ) > W (fOU R ).

6.

Discussion

6.1. Connection to (A, B)-scoring rule. The next proposition connects the new rule
f ∗ to the well-known rules: plurality, negative, Borda and approval voting rules. As
in Myerson (2002), the general form of those voting rules for three candidates is the
(A, B)-scoring rule, where each voter must choose a score that is a permutation of either
(1, B, 0) or (1, A, 0). That is, the voter can give a maximum of 1 point to one candidate,
A or B (0 ≤ A ≤ B ≤ 1) to some other candidate and a minimum of 0 to the remaining
candidate. The specic (A, B)-scoring rules are widely used in practice and theory.
The case (A, B)=(0, 0) is plurality voting rule, where each voter can support a single
candidate. The case, (A, B)=(1, 1) is negative voting rule, where each voter can oppose
a single candidate. The case (A, B)=(0.5, 0.5) is Borda voting rule, where each voter can
give candidates a completely ranked score. These rules can be classied to ordinal rules
because the information about ordinal preference is sucient to implement the rules.
However, (A, B)=(0, 1), approval voting rule where each voter can support or oppose a
group of candidate requires more than the information about ordinal preference. This
property of the approval voting is similar to P β -Utilitarian Rule and is one of reasons why
approval voting can be more ecient than other ordinal rules, which is close to Theorem
1. The following proposition clearly shows the relationship between P β - Utilitarian Rules
and (A, B)-scoring rules.

Proposition 3. Under the same assumption in Theorem 1, a rule is a P β - Utilitarian
Rule if and only if it is a (A, B) −scoring rule with A =
26Proposition

3 implies that a

(A, B)-scoring rule with A = B − 12

the eciency of the rule. However, it may be more important to
ecient

(A, B)-scoring

rules.

β
2

f∗

1+β 26
2

.

P β -Utilitarian Rule. It guarantees
nd an IC (A, B)-scoring rule among

is a

In this sense, Theorem 1 is useful.

Consider Step 3 in the proof of

(A, B)-scoring rule with
f ∗ does not look like a
(A, B)-scoring rule because of the convex combination of two rules. However, the new rule f ∗ has the
same decisions of fβ̂ except some of tie cases. It implies that the new rule is still an IC (A, B)-scoring

Theorem 1. In the case of continuous

h (β),

and B =

the normalization of the weight vector.

rule with

A=

β̂
2 ,

B=

the new rule

is obviously IC

But, in the other case, the new rule

1+β̂
2 but with a dierent tie breaking rule from

fβ̂ .
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Proof. Let fβ be a P β -Utilitarian Rule with λi = 1 for all i ∈ N .27Since we already
discussed the argument between a uniform distribution [θ, θ] and [0, 1], it is sucient to
show the connection between fβ in a uniform distribution on [0, 1] and a (A, B)-scoring


rule. Simply, the weight vectors wL (β) = 43 , 1+β
, 14 and wH (β) = 34 , 2+β
, 14 can be
4
4


normalized to (1, A, 0) = 1, β2 , 0 and (1, B, 0) = 1, 1+β
,
0
because the coordinates of
2
b
b
L
H
L
H
w (β) and w (β) are the same except w (β) and w (β) . This normalization does not
aect the decision of fβ . Thus fβ with the normalized weight is a (A, B)-scoring rule with
A = β2 and B = 1+β
. With this normalization, the proof of converse is straightforward
2
and is therefore omitted.


6.2. Generalization to more than 3 alternatives. With more than 3 alternatives,
the argument for Proposition 1 does not change. However, for Theorem 1, we need
a simple modication. For i ∈ N , let rk (vi ) denote the kth ranked alternative in vi ,
[k]
r (v )
1 ≤ k ≤| L | and, for simple notations, let vi = vi k i denote the value of the k th
ranked alternative in vi . Denote by t¯i (vi ) = r1 (vi ) r2 (vi ) ...r|L| (vi ) the ordered type
function of agent i. Let Piβ be a partition of each subset in PiORD into two sets.
H

[2]

[1]

[3]

t̄L

[2]

[1]

[3]

V t̄i (β) = {vi ∈ V t̄i | vi ≥ βvi + (1 − β) vi }
Vi i (β) = {vi ∈ V t̄i | vi < βvi + (1 − β) vi }

where β ∈ (0, 1) is a partition coecient.
Also, consider
a modied rule f¯β :

f¯β (v) =

fβ (v)
f

OU R

if Supp (fβ (v)) ⊆ ∩ {r1 (vi ) r2 (vi ) , r3 (vi )}
i∈N

(v) otherwise
¯
H

Let A1 (β), A2 (β), ..., A|L| (β) = E f¯β (vi , v̂ −i ) f or vi ∈ V ti ,

¯L
and A01 (β), A02 (β), ..., A0|L| (β) = E f¯β (vi0 , v̂ −i ) f or vi0 ∈ V ti .
Note, by the property of f¯β , Ak (β) = A0k (β) for k ≥ 4.
From the incentive constraint, we can derive the balance function of f¯β .


¯
H



¯L

For vi ∈ V ti and vi0 ∈ V ti ,


vi · E f¯β (vi , v̂ −i ) − E f¯β (vi0 , v̂ −i )
[1]

[2]

[2]

= vi (A1 (β) − A01 (β)) + vi (A2 (β) − A02 (β)) + vi (A3 (β) − A03 (β))
[1]

[3]

= vi − vi

27Here,

[(A1 (β) − A01 (β)) + β (A2 (β) − A02 (β))]

we do not need a restriction of tie breaking rule.
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We get h̄β = [(A1 (β) − A01 (β)) + β (A2 (β) − A02 (β))]. Then, for incentive compatibility
part, we can nd a rule with similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 1. For eciency
β
part, the new rule f ∗ derived from f¯β (v) is not a maximizer of W in F P . However, still
W (f ∗ ) > W (fOU R ) because of the denition of f¯β (v).
6.3. Possible extension of Theorem 1 in more general distributions. The extension of Theorem 1 in more general distributions is desirable because the assumption
of a uniform distribution of values is restrictive. Even though the assumption is restrictive, the method to design a new rule in the proof of Theorem 1 is not restrictive. The
key idea of the method is to use ner partitions than the ordinal partition and nd a
special partition for incentive compatibility. Given a dierent value distribution, we can
apply the method to design an IC cardinal rule superior to any ordinal rule because
the assumption is a sucient condition for Theorem 1.28 Furthermore, an extension of
Theorem 1 is possible:
Assume N ≥ 3, if vil has a distribution such as




lim wL (β)a − wL (β)b > lim wH (β)a − wH (β)b or
β→0

 β→0 

b
c
H
H
lim w (β) − w (β) > lim wL (β)b − wL (β)c ,
β→1

β→1

then there exists an IC cardinal rule which strictly Pareto dominates any ordinal rule.
There are numerous distributions which satisfy the above condition of value distribution.29 However, the problem for the formal extension of Theorem 1 in more general
distribution is that it is not simple for me to characterize an intuitive family of distribution which satises the condition.
6.4. Application to other elds. The method in the proof of Theorem 1 can be also
applicable to other elds such as random assignment and matching eld. This method
based on the partition approach involves an assumption of cardinal preferences and a
Bayesian environment, which is, however, surprisingly rare in those elds. Similarly to
Theorem 1, the method can be used to design a cardinal mechanism superior to ordinal
mechanisms which are widely used and studied in those elds. It remains a possible
direction of future research.
28Examples and the proof of the following extension are available upon request.
29Since the weight vector is directly related to the value distribution, the above
mental condition of value distribution.

condition is a funda-
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